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Thin Zones

You all know that I love my Volume Profile tool. It is my primary 
focus when I look for the best trades. It can give me entry, exit, 
support and resistance areas. This info is super important. It helps 
me to find only the best setups and that is what my closers need.

I use Volume Profile to Kinetically confirm all my trades.

Let’s review the way I analyze the Volume Profile and its parts:

1. The Point of Control (POC)

2. Thin zones

3. The value

Today, I want to discuss my definition of and how I use Thin Zones.

Thin Zones are areas of low volume within a value area (a value 
area is where 60% of volume is traded in the time period we are 
looking at). These areas can serve as strong support or resistance 
areas, especially when a stock is trying to put in some basing action.

There are times though, when price can zoom right through thin 
zones, especially if the stock chart we are reviewing has good 
momentum when it reaches a thin zone area.

So a great guide will be a big help with thin zones- that guide is me!

Here is the chart of a stock Kenny Glick and I look at in my room. 

https://moneymorninglive.com/page/vozs-volume-profile-starter-pack?mmlive_signup=complete&customerId=000137480716-000145153301&utm_campaign=20220629_daily_pumpup_721865655&utm_source=blueshift&utm_medium=email&bsft_clkid=a99acc05-7c13-4a2f-8aa9-4ec2ccd1d122&bsft_uid=f48ac6ba-ebfa-4047-86dd-4dee7fc166cb&bsft_mid=ecf441eb-30e3-4323-816d-313ab7a251c1&bsft_eid=e618b0df-371e-48ea-a6f5-ace3856e306b&bsft_utid=f48ac6ba-ebfa-4047-86dd-4dee7fc166cb-PUMPUP&bsft_mime_type=html&bsft_ek=2022-06-29T19:10:31Z&bsft_aaid=68683b22-b8c7-4708-941b-b42d4a6395c8&bsft_lx=4&bsft_tv=9
https://moneymorninglive.com/rooms/main/money-morning-live-resources/how-to-read-a-vp-chart?mmlive_signup=complete&customerId=000137480716-000145153301&utm_campaign=20220629_daily_pumpup_721865655&utm_source=blueshift&utm_medium=email&bsft_clkid=0e994f10-990b-4ccd-8ceb-fe29f067f1a3&bsft_uid=f48ac6ba-ebfa-4047-86dd-4dee7fc166cb&bsft_mid=ecf441eb-30e3-4323-816d-313ab7a251c1&bsft_eid=e618b0df-371e-48ea-a6f5-ace3856e306b&bsft_utid=f48ac6ba-ebfa-4047-86dd-4dee7fc166cb-PUMPUP&bsft_mime_type=html&bsft_ek=2022-06-29T19:10:31Z&bsft_aaid=68683b22-b8c7-4708-941b-b42d4a6395c8&bsft_lx=5&bsft_tv=9
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I circled the thin zones. You can see that they do serve as support 
and resistance areas of price.

Look at the top circled area and the lower area I circled. You can 
see the top thin zone acted as support, then the support failed and 
that area turned into resistance.

The lower circled thin zone shows very similar price action- first 
showing support of price and then resistance to it.

This thin zone action is very helpful in my trading because it is 
based on volume (or the lack of it in this case). Volume is a very 
important tool when you know how to use it as I do. I use it to 
show potential support and resistance levels for entries and exits. 
Thin zones are super helpful for predicting where those levels will 
be. This will help your trades too.

Thin Zones are a great tool to use along with the other parts of my 
Volume Profile. Remember, the volume profile and its parts are all 
volume based.

Volume is where the action is and I am an action kind of girl!

Let me show you another example of how I use Thin Zones:
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In this day chart example, I drew a line in a thin zone. You can see 
it has served as price support for quite some time. This gives me 
some good price targets when, with the rest of my Volume Profile 
tools, I am looking to find awesome setups for us all.

Volume is activity (big or thin)- that’s what I look for when I am 
searching for the best chart’s and what the best will do going forward. 

As I have talked about many times before, educating you all so you 
understand my tools and to see what I look for in my best trade 
ideas will be a great help to you.Seeing what I see is good, but 
remember - I am the Volume Profile expert!!

XXX $$$,

Olivia “Voz” Vozenko

https://moneymorninglive.com/page/vozs-volume-profile-starter-pack?mmlive_signup=complete&customerId=000137480716-000145153301&utm_campaign=20220629_daily_pumpup_721865655&utm_source=blueshift&utm_medium=email&bsft_clkid=9f083ecf-4de3-4fb8-8c9d-c7659dfdb6f1&bsft_uid=f48ac6ba-ebfa-4047-86dd-4dee7fc166cb&bsft_mid=ecf441eb-30e3-4323-816d-313ab7a251c1&bsft_eid=e618b0df-371e-48ea-a6f5-ace3856e306b&bsft_utid=f48ac6ba-ebfa-4047-86dd-4dee7fc166cb-PUMPUP&bsft_mime_type=html&bsft_ek=2022-06-29T19:10:31Z&bsft_aaid=68683b22-b8c7-4708-941b-b42d4a6395c8&bsft_lx=7&bsft_tv=9
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